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customs he has described in a very valuable little work, included in

the volume,
" Native Tribes of South Australia." The following

letter supplements on some important points the information con-

tained in that work. In particular it shows that the Dieyerie

belongs to that rare class of cases, intermediate between mother
kin and father kin, where the sons take their totem from the father

and the daughters from the mother.

This is not, as I hope to point out elsewhere, to be confounded
with the sex totem, of which examples are to be found in Australia,
but (so far as I know) nowhere else. In view of Mr. Gasoii's letter

the statement of Mr. Howitt ("Journ. Anthrop. Inst.," XIII, p. 457)
that descent in the Dieyerie tribe is uterine, needs correction.

The following is Mr. Gason's letter, dated from Beltana, South

Australia, March 6th, 1887 :

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, and to send the

following remarks in reply to your inquiries, re branches of the

aborigine Dieyerie tribe of South Australia.

1st. As to whether children of the father inherit the father's

branch or class name, I reply yes, the sons take the father's class,

the daughters the mother's class, e.g., if a dog (being the man)
marries a rat (being the woman) the sons of the issue would be

dogs, the daughters of the issue would be rats.

2ndly. As to whether the father is the head of the family, I say
most certainly.

3rdly. As to whether the father eats of his children at the burial

ceremony, my reply is that the father does not eat of his offspring ;

the reason assigned is that, being the head of the family, he has

sufficient command, and being a man (not weak like a woman) he
can resist the deep grief occasioned by the loss of his child, and not
be perpetually crying, causing a nuisance to the camp and tribe ;

whereas, a mother and other female relatives are compelled to eat of

their offspring and dear departed relatives, for by so doing, they
are supposed to have a presence of their departed in their liver (they
feel from their liver, not from their heart as we do). The man will

eat of his brother, his uncle, his cousin, or dear friend, but not of

his father, nor his grandfather, nor his offspring.

4thly. The members of each class-name do not pay any par-
ticular respect to their branch, further than each class thinks that

they are of the oldest families. They eat the animals or plants of

which they derive their class names.

Sthly. On all deaths, either from natural causes or otherwise, an

inquiry or inquest is held immediately before burial, and in case of

the departed being a person of note or influence, the result of the

inquiry is a verdict of murder against some person or persons of the

same tribe or of the neighbouring tribe, even if the deceased died

from natural causes, they having a superstitious belief that any man
who is a Koonkie (doctor) has the power to cause any person's death

by sickness at any distance by the use of a human bone, carried out

by a superstitious charm.
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